Greetings friends and welcome to another issue of COMIC CRUSADER! In this issue, I begin, what I hope will be, a very interesting series..."Great Comic Book Clashes!" Throughout the history of this four color medium, there have been certain classic confrontations between heroes and villains. Almost every really memorable hero had an equally memorable foe. It will be the purpose of these articles to record the most noteworthy of these battles.

For this series' first installment, I decided to present one of the oldest "Comic Book Clashes"...The Battles Between Capt. Marvel and Dr. Sivana! Only one person could do justice to such an article and that person is Don Newton. Don's knowledge of Capt. Marvel is second to none. As a result, he and his talented friend John Clark, along with a helping hand from C.C. Beck, have provided a first rate report on this topic.

With a lead feature like Capt. Marvel vs. Sivana, it seemed only natural that I devote the larger portion of this issue to a Capt. Marvel theme. Bob Gosgrave's Binder interview and my interviews with Kurt Schaffenberger and Capt. Marvel Jr.'s new artist, Dave Cockrum, make up part of the other Marvel oriented features. It goes without saying, that I thank all these fine men for helping put this issue together.

Powerful and dramatic are the words that best describe Part 2 of Steve Ditko's "H-Series!" Ditko's mastery at story telling is at its peak, in this exciting climax to a story begun last issue. People have said, "Ditko Preeaches!" Well, if telling a solid story with a moral is preaching, then I hope all of fandom hears the word!

Bill Everett was a friend of mine and I felt his passing deeply! In "Tales Of An Ancient Mariner" I've tried to create a small tribute to his career. I think you'll find it quite informative in the areas of his life and Water World characters.

Recently, another great of the comic book industry passed away. This man was Syd Shore! This issue's back cover was done by Syd. I believe, as a proposed cover for The Hulk Annual #1, but was replaced later by a Steranko piece. I'm pleased to present it to you now.

Due to the special printing needed on this issue's cover, this editorial is being typed well in advance of the completion of this issue's contents. Because of this, I'd like to thank anyone not mentioned above for contributing to this effort! Also, a special thanks to English artist Dave Gibbons and friend Wayne Pond for their artistic contributions and to you readers for purchasing this issue!

Martin L. Breim
COME ON SIVANA, TIME TO RESUME OUR 13 YEAR WAR!

By DON NEWTON and JOHN CLARK
The "GOLDEN AGE OF COMICS" gave birth to the costume hero, and it was during this time that the "fad" reached its peak. Some heroes were as bad as the human mind can conceive...others attained a greatness still unsurpassed.

A great many in fandom have long been of the opinion that the truly great heroes were augmented, perhaps even made great by their villains. A survey of such would tend to bear them out.

To be sure, Superman had Luthor; Capt. America had the Red Skull; Daredevil, the Owl; Batman, the Joker, Two Face, etc. Captain Marvel, however, as is considered by many to have been the greatest single character of the Golden Age. As (seemingly) befits such an honor, Captain Marvel fought an assortment of many great villains, including Mr. Mind, Mr. Atoz, Baco, and many others. However, if we are to single out Captain Marvel's greatest villain, the choice would have to be his first: DRAKE BODGE SIVANA.

Pronounced Siew-na.

Sivana was designed to be the exact opposite of Captain Marvel. Where the Captain was a massive, 6' 2", 210 lbs., handsome, honest and always fair, Sivana was scrawny, barely cracking 5', ugly, mean and treacherous. But, Sivana was all of these in a humorous way. Therein lies the success of Sivana, Capt. Marvel, and most of the Marvel characters; they never played things seriously. It was all for laughs. On sure, Sivana wanted to declare himself ruler of the world and impose burdensome taxes on the people, but he was lovable anyway. Sure, he talked about killing and torturing, but he never did. Sivana, originally intended to be a先进 and villainous, became, instead, human and lovable.

THE CREATION OF SIVANA:

We were fortunate in procuring the aid of Mr. G.C. Beck in determining the actual creation of Dr. Sivana. He described it in this way:

"Back in the thirties I was busy making model airplanes with a friend who worked in a drug store. The druggist was a bald headed, big nosed fellow, quite short in stature, and he always wore a white 'doctor's coat.' Does this give you a clue to Sivana's origin? While I created the 'World's Wickedest Scientist's' physical appearance, Bill Parker (the gifted artist who started many of Fawcett's characters off) created his mental attitude and name."

Sivana's name is an anagram of two Hindu words: Siva, a Hindu God, "The Destroyer," and Nirvana, the complete calm and control of one's being.

SIVANA'S CHILDREN:

Sivana's two original children were Beautia and Magnifious. In contrast to Sivana's ugliness, both were beautiful specimens of mankind. Both were also good and honest, but went along with their father's schemes because they felt sorrow for the old man (more about this later).

They were both very good characters, but, apparently, the publisher didn't like them and so they were sentenced to liabo.

Magnifious, the Adonis-like son, was forgotten almost immediately. His life, to my knowledge, was limited to one appearance in Whiz #15 (if I'm wrong, let me know).

Beautia, the better of the two characters, was Sivana's daughter, and, as her name implies, she was beautiful (if a bit flat). Because she was a romantic interest for Capt. Marvel, she was allowed to remain in the stories. But she was continually pushed further and further into the background, till she was more or less forgotten.

After the advent of Capt. Marvel Jr. and Mary Marvel, the big shots at Fawcett decided (for obvious reasons) to give Sivana two new offspring: Sivana Jr. and Spectran, who both looked exactly like their father and were totally evil.

Mr. Beck spoke of them thusly:

"At the publishers order, those two bastard children were created, by what writer and artist I really don't remember. They were inhuman monsters, stiff and mechanical in appearance and character, almost like robots. They appeared mostly in stories written, drawn and edited by Fawcett men with whom I had no contact."
In the recent revival of Capt. Marvel, in D.C.'s "Shazam!" Beck was called upon to draw Jr. and Georgia. "I had a lot of fun making them human, funny characters, which they all should have been in the first place.

But this is the sort of approach Fawcett always fought against, as they seemed to believe that comic books should be filled only with monstrous, mindless, in-credibly grim (and dull) characters. Wendell Crowley, Otto Binder, Bill Woolfolk, Rod Reed, and others agreed with me that comic books should be 'comic' whenever possible, and the books we handled were. They sold so well that the publisher could only mutter to himself as he counted the money coming in.

CAPT. MARVEL vs. SIVANA...Their First Encounter and Its Retellings:

Capt. Marvel first encountered Dr. Sivana in the first issue of Whiz Comics. At this time, Capt. Marvel's alter ego, Billy Batson, was still a newsboy, selling on a street corner. The headline in the papers he is selling reads: "Maniac Scientist Threatens U.S. Radio System!" The "Maniac Scientist" is, of course, Sivana, who has a ray that will destroy all radio broadcasting. He threatens to do so unless a ransom of $50 million dollars is paid.

The next day, as Billy is hawking his newspapers, he hears two of Sivana's henchmen discussing the plan. He follows them to the mad doctor's hideout. One of Billy's customers is Sterling Morris, the caller of radio station W.H.I.Z. Billy naturally figures that Morris will be interested in Sivana's whereabouts, and rushes to tell him what he's learned. Morris disregards the boy, however, incredulous that Billy could have discovered the hideout where all the police had failed. "Ridiculous! If it turned out as you say, why I'd... Ha Ha...Yes, if you're right Billy, I'll give you a job as a radio announcer!" Billy changes to Capt. Marvel and enters Sivana's scheme, wrecking his machine, although the scientist himself escapes. Morris, being as good as his word, gives Billy the job he would hold for the remainder of the Marvel series, without even so much as an F.C.C. exam.

With the publication of Capt. Marvel Adventures #80, Fawcett decided it was a good time to retool Captain Marvel's origin.

The year is 1948 and Sivana is in his laboratory lamenting his many failures at conquering the universe: "I'm the world's greatest genius! But what good is that against the World's Mightiest Mortal? I wish Capt. Marvel had never lived!"

Sivana reasons that if Billy Batson had been killed before he met Shazam, then Capt. Marvel would never exist. "I'll work out a chemical solution that will enable me to visit the past, however, his memory of future events is wiped out. He is not aware of Billy or Capt. Marvel, and so history repeats itself.
In Whiz #3, the story opens with Billy receiving a "mysterious news tip!" "Professor Zaros Smith is planning a rocket trip to the planet Venus. The news is wonderful news story. Suggest you see him. He lives in Belair, A Friend." Billy locates Professor Smith, and the Professor asks him to fly to Venus. Meanwhile, Sivana is attacked by the Venusian monsters. Billy becomes Capt. Marvel and defeats them. Sivana is captured. "But, I was a boy a minute ago..." He has learned Billy's secret. As they talk, they are attacked by "Gloomers," the frog-like inhabitants of Venus and overpowered (Capt. Marvel wasn't really that strong in those days). The Gloomers take them to their palace, where they meet the queen of Venus: "I, beauty, bid you welcome." Sivana has Professor Smith with him, and he tells him himself as Dr. Sivana. Capt. Marvel is "securely fastened by 50 ton weights and supersteel cables." With Capt. Marvel's help, Sivana explains his plan. He and Beauty plot to conquer the Earth (this is for the first time). "With her beauty and my brains, Queen beauty and I will rule the Earth!" Capt. Marvel offers Cap his life, if he will marry her. He refuses and is sentenced to death. A Venusian monster is turned loose as Sivana and company rocket toward Earth. With the one gone, Capt. Marvel breaks free and vanquishes the monster and all the Venussians (we know he could do it, all along). Using the wisdom of Solomon, he designs a rocket to escape Earth. On Earth, Sivana has already perfected a gas that will make all men his slaves. Capt. Marvel arrives in the nick of time, though, and proceeds to demolish everything. Sivana's henchmen intervene, and in the ensuing battle, Sivana and Beauty escape. But, Cap Marvel is left a note: "In spite of everything, I think you're marvelous. You and I will meet again. Au Revoir, Beauty." Capt. Marvel blushes. The story in Whiz #14 picks up where the previous one left off, with Sivana in jail. The guards are puzzled. Although Sivana has a serious charge in court, he seems calm, making endless calculations. He keeps calling for more paper. Two weeks later, he is brought before the judge. Judge Brodick: "This is the order of this court that in punishment for your innumerable crimes, you shall be sentenced to serve 77 consecutive prison terms, totalling 5000 years at hard labor! Have you anything to say? Only this... You've got to catch me first! Hee! Hee!" Sivana walks through the wall of the court! Though he is searched for, he has vanished without a trace. Days go by, and then a succession of mysterious crimes be-
Sivana, Sivana Jr., and Georgia

causing the ghost-like after image, and finally, he used himself all up and there was nothing left after that last fatal wall.

Feel sorry for old Sivana? Well don't be, 'cause he was back in the next issue, #15.

In #15, Sivana turns up disguised as an oriental gang leader, "On, Fuctu Yu." There is never an explanation offered as to how he survived the previous adventure (says Billy, at the end of this story: "That's one thing we'll never know.

Having tricked Billy into his house, Sivana adopts a whole new personality to make sure Billy has no idea what he's doing. Suddenly, the magic word is pronounced, and Billy immediately forgets how to think.

When Billy is sentenced to death by the judges, he is taken to the Central American jungle (yes, in one of the old movies, Sivana indications a large, dome-like structure. "That, Billy boy, is one of my incubators. I have a dozen of them here."

In them, Sivana has reproduced the environment of Face and is raising Glompers (remember them?), who are usually very friendly creatures. Billy and Beauty are put to work feeding the young Glompers. Beauty batters Billy: They're all killers at heart. I hate to think of what they'll do when Sivana turns them loose on the world.

But Billy is not alone in his quest. He now has the help of a young man, "Bane," who promises to help him rescue Beauty. At first, Billy is hesitant, but Bane's promise of help convinces him.

Bane, a young man with a rough look, tells Billy that Sivana is not to be trusted. He reveals that Sivana has been experimenting on him and that Bane has escaped.

The two young men set out to rescue Beauty and defeat Sivana. They finally succeed, and Billy, Beauty, and Bane are reunited.

Sivana, now realizing his mistakes, offers to help the heroes by revealing the location of the Glomper lab. The group is able to rescue Beauty and safely return her to the United States.

In this issue, we see how Sivana's experiments with Glompers have gone wrong, and how the group is able to defeat him.

Epic Battles:

With the advent of Capt. Marvel Adventures #58, someone must have decided that Capt. Marvel would do well with book-length adventures. Many more were done, during the remaining life of the book, and to my knowledge, every one of them featured Sivana. Most of the stories were inspired, using the same plot of Sivana travelling through time, trying to foul up history. A few, however, were quite interesting.

In #58, the story concerns Sivana conquering the Earth with peace.

Part One, "Sivana Strikes Again!" tells of how Sivana invents his "glad hand." He explains to his assistant, Beauty: "See? This gadget generates an aeolian dynamic force which will make people's peace when they shake hands with each other." The device is placed in the palm of his hand and works like a charm. The glad hand gets its first test when Sivana is accosted by a gangster, "Butcher Bane." "I want my pay, ya little rat! Last week ya hired me for a job and didn't pay off." Sivana determined to neither pay the crook, nor get killed, promises to pay Bane double, and asks him to leave him alone. They do, and Sivana is able to continue his work peaceful and undisturbed.

Bane, after being manhandled, manages to explain his change of heart to Capt. Marvel and how he only intended to kiss the baby. "Invalid, got a reformed crook! But how did this happen?" Sivana did it!" Sivana, who has been following the criminal to study his behavior, appears. "Yes Capt. Marvel!"

Magnificus

CLARK~
You see, I'm doing good now, not evil! Let's shake on it!" Capt. Marvel hesitates: "No! I won't shake! I don't trust you, Sivana!"

Later, Sivana throws a party, inviting all the gang leaders in the city to attend. As each enters, Sivana shakes hands with them and they all become peaceful. Having them thus subdued, he has them all sign their gang and money over to him. Meanwhile, Billy runs into Sivana in an ice cream parlor. She inadvertently mentions her father's party to him. Billy changes to Capt. Marvel and crashes the party. The gang leaders, of course, will not fight, still they're not pleased, so Sivana iscornered. The scientist buys time by throwing a bowl of soup in Cap's face. While Capt. Marvel is confused, Sivana escapes. Capt. Marvel pursues him, but Sivana ducks around a corner and hides in an old ash can. Cap runs past, which brings us to part two, "Sivana's Viewpoint!"

Capt. Marvel, having lost Sivana, deduces that the mad scientist must have transferred to his laboratory. Arriving there, Capt. Marvel decides not to break in. For fear the noise will warn Sivana in time for him to escape again. As an alternative, he decides to change to Billy and crawl through an opening in a window (Capt. Marvel isn't too bright). Sivana is waiting and knocks Billy out with a wrench. As Billy comes to, Sivana claps him on the back. "Sivana, my friend!" Billy exclaims. "Billy old pal! Listen, Billy, I'm building a machine up on Venus that will change its peace ray over the whole world! Come along and see it!" Billy obediently agrees and is soon on Venus. Having seen the machine, Billy makes a broadcast to Earth, telling how wonderful it will be when Sivana establishes lasting peace on Earth. Hearing this, Sivana devises a new scheme for further entrapping Billy: "Billy! The Venusians want you to broadcast the same wonderful to all of Venus, what? But I don't know the Venusian language!" "Oh, that's alright, I can fix that in an instant. Just step into my language lung, Billy. It will teach you the entire Venusian language!" Billy enters the machine and emerges, ten minutes later, speaking fluent Venusian. He gives the broadcast to the Venusians and as he does, Sivana has anticipated the effects of the glad hand wear off, Billy, once again mistrustful of Sivana, tries to escape. Capt. Marvel, but discovers an interesting side effect of the language lung...while it taught him to speak Venusian, it caused him to forget the English language completely, "Shazam!" comes out "Shazamogol" in Venusian! Billy can't change.

Sivana, with Capt. Marvel out of the way, turns on his peace ray and rockets back towards Earth. In the meantime, Billy, terribly confused, wanders out of the laboratory and into the Venusian wilderness. Beautia, feeling sorry for him, follows.

At the beginning of part three, "Sivana Rules Earth," we find Sivana landing on Earth to find his ray already taking affect. Everyone has become meek and supine. He decides to make a test. He kicks the first person he sees. "Make way, scum! Make way for King Sivana!" "Yes sir! Sorry sir! You're the king, sir! If you want to stay within 24 hours, Sivana has become King of Earth.

Back on Venus, Billy and Beautia, still wandering on the Venusian desert, are suddenly attacked by a Venusian monster. Billy tries to become Capt. Marvel, but once again, all he can manage is "Shazamogol." In desperation, Beautia gives him the correct pronunciation, Magic Lightning, and Capt. Marvel appears to vanish the beast. Beautia runs to him. "Oh, Capt. Marvel, that was magnificent...what? Don't you under-
As Capt. Marvel speeds toward Sivana's fortress, Sivana has Hercules cross his name from the list. Capt. Marvel hits the fortress wall at full speed and bounces off. Again he tries and again he's unsuccessful. "First my wisdom, now my strength, what goes on?" Undaunted, he calls upon Atlas' power of stamina and, with a plow begins chipping away at the fort. But he collapses with fatigue as that power, too, is removed. Zeus is then ordered to withdraw Capt. Marvel's power of invulnerability. Sivana knocks Cap out with a stone. The wicked old scientist sneaks toward Cap with knife in hand, but stops when he decides to have more fun with him. Sivana revives him. Capt. Marvel, though weak, is still willing to fight. He chases Sivana back into his fortress. As he bends down upon the scientist, Achilles is ordered to take his power of courage from the list. Capt. Marvel becomes a pitiful coward and flees from Sivana. As Marvel tries to fly away, Mercury is ordered to withdraw his one remaining power, that of speed and flight. He crashes back to earth, where Sivana catches him and ties him up. Sivana brings out Shazam, "Now It's going to take you both out under the hot sun to die!" Without Capt. Marvel to stand in his way, Shazam sets about, once again, to conquer the Earth. After countries are brutally bombarded by Sivana's rays and rockets, the U.N. is forced to come to terms. They start drawing up surrender papers. Back on the desert, Capt. Marvel has become delirious from the heat. He mutters Shazam...
and Billy Batson appears. Billy finds that the ropes that held Capt. Marvel are loose on him. He slips out of them and unties Shazam. Leaving Shazam in the shade to rest, he goes to retrieve the robe of immortality. Sivana has abduct the door to his fortress open, so Billy surprises him when he walks in. Sivana comes at him with a knife, but Billy manages a lucky punch and slams the scientist. Billy locates the robe and, eluding Sivana, returns it to old Shazam. "Saved! And now, with my life no longer in danger, I can send a telepathic call to the Book of Eternity!" He has the immortals restore their powers to the plaque. "Now my son, speak my name!" Billy does, and Capt. Marvel returns, once more the world's Mightiest Man. Struggling toward the fortress, Capt. Marvel destroys it (in one panel!). Sivana is found amid the wreckage. He confronts old Shazam, "You told me that I would succeed against Capt. Marvel, you dirty old liar!" Marlon Sivana! I did not lie! You did succeed against Capt. Marvel, as I prophesied! You robbed him of all his powers and had him at your mercy! But your downfall was Billy Batson!

The last issue of Capt. Marvel, #349, contained an interesting feature length, "The World of Too Many Sivanas."

The beginning of chapter one, "I Conquer Africa," finds Sivana in the jungles of Africa (where else?), searching for a rare mineral. Having had no luck, he angrily kicks a rock. Here, the narrative is taken up by Sivana, giving his own account of the tale: "But that stone I kicked loose! Wild hope once more warned me of my peril!"

The story continues: "Then, riding out of the jungle on horseback, Sivana is met by a huge elephant, mangled by a gorilla, buried alive!"

Eventually, Sivana plans his attack on the city. "I must live! Why, I'd kill anyone who harmed a hair of your head! Because you see, I need Capt. Marvel! Marvel will link me! The Sivanium machine will make me my slave!" Finally, "I'm alive!" arrives. Sivana has isolated enough Sivanium and, with his machine, rocketed toward the nearest big city in Africa. Billy, meanwhile, frees himself from the great beast by rhythmically beating it with a rope. The vibrations shatter the glass. Reaching the Zula border, he again becomes Capt. Marvel and sets out after Sivana.

The city, Sivana has already turned on his machine. When Capt. Marvel attempts to capture him, Sivana runs into a crowd of people. Cap is too stunned to give further chase, as the crowd and everyone else in the city, now look like Sivana! Thus I easily slipped back to my ship, and left only a muddled note: 'Get it, idiot? The Sivanium machine is a molecular re-arranger, able swiftly and painlessly to change the human being charged with Sivanium ions, the ray caused all their heads to change to mine! Now they not only look like me but think like me! What be-
ter, then for me to rule a world of Sivanas? Heh heh!" The natives begin manhandling Capt. Marvel, but he easily escapes them and pursues Sivana back to Zubulon, where he must become Billy Batson again. There, Billy, once again, attempts to deactivate the Marvel Bomb. Again, Sivana is watching, but this time lets him succeed. Billy says his word. "As usual, the magic bolt came down! But its source was not quite so unusual! It veered away from Billy and zoomed down into my Marvel machine. It zipped right through the machine, picking up a vital property! Then that new bolt, Sivana lighten plus Sivaniun, finished its job of changing Billy into Capt. Marvel! But a new and wonderful Capt. Marvel! Brrrrl!" Capt. Marvel now looks and thinks like Sivana!

In chapter four, "I Conquer the World!" though, we find that Sivana has made a slight miscalculation. Since Capt. Marvel now thinks like Sivana, and since he is the World's Mightiest Mortal, he decides to become King of Earth himself! He seeks Sivana up, planning to execute him later, and sets about to build his palace. Sivana manages to escape, however, and journeys to the Rock of Eternity to consult old Shazam. There, he pleads with Shazam to change Marvel back to Billy. Shazam agrees, but warns Sivana not to harm Billy, under severe penalty. Sivana agrees, and so Capt. Marvel is changed back. Sivana then begins taking over in earnest, since Billy cannot again become the evil Capt. Marvel. "I figured Billy was all washed up then, and I stopped watching him. "Unknown to me, the kid still had a desperate plan in mind!" Billy journeys to the Hall of Shazam, in the old subway tunnel where he first became Capt. Marvel. He calls upon Shazam's spirit by lighting a mystic brazier. "Since I cannot call on Capt. Marvel, please send the ancient gods themselves to help me, sire!"

The gods appear and waste no time in destroying Sivana's machine. Billy then becomes the true Capt. Marvel and waste no time in capturing Sivana and putting him behind bars. "Somehow it always ends this way! Curses, curses!"

THE INANE BATTLES:

In his continuing efforts to subdue Capt. Marvel, Sivana often carries his methods to an extreme. Most adventures of this type were extremely funny.

SHAZAM

One such adventure appeared in Capt. Marvel #56 and was titled "I Conquer the World!" As this story begins, Capt. Marvel is approached by a group of scientists. Their museum has completed a display of models on the development of man, from ape-man on. All they need to make it complete is one more, and that one represents the greatest of human development, they want him to model for the statue. Capt. Marvel agrees and under extreme psychological and physical stress, including a plaster cast of his body! By the time the scientists are finished, it is a battered Capt. Marvel they have. Shortly, another one enters. "No no! Not another one! I can't stand it! I'm going crazy!" "Crazy? How interesting! You've been measured inside and out, physically. But I'm a psychologist! I can examine your soul! Capt. Marvel is too upset to notice the the psychologist is really Dr. Sivana in disguise. Sivana has a new plan for Capt. Marvel. When Sivana's tests are over, he announces to Capt. Marvel that he's shown "definite signs of insanity. Angered, Capt. Marvel throws him in the "Crazy Ward!" "Crazy as a fox! I'll lock the door, and then can any more of them come in? Ha ha ha! Holy Kolgy! I better get ahold of myself! I'm acting a bit out of it at that!"

Meanwhile, Sivana sets out to prove that the World's Mightiest Mortal in the World is Capt. Marvel. Having convinced the head of the Board of Mental Health that Capt. Marvel should be treated further, the board arranges to make a test with a disguised Sivana asking the questions. Sivana proceeds to cross-examine Capt. Marvel with innumerable questions, such as: "Have you stopped believing in life?" Capt. Marvel takes it all in stride. "I'll lock the door, and then can any more of them come in? Ha ha ha! Holy Kolgy! I better get ahold of myself! I'm acting a bit out of it at that!"

The final proof of Capt. Marvel's insanity comes when Sivana slips itching powder down Capt. Marvel's back. While trying to scratch his back, he begins scratching violently. The head of the board tells Capt. Marvel that he's committing him to an asylum! "Huh heh? Why that's impossible! I know how to do it! If you are, sir!" "Huh heh! That's what they all say!" Capt. Marvel is taken to the asylum. Since he was legally handled, he can't break out. But Billy can, so he changes into old medicine man, and when he arrives, he finds Sivana there, still gloating. Billy is obviously sharper than Capt. Marvel, as he parries every question immediately. "That's right! So, under that false beard you're Sivana! Shazam!" Capt. Marvel appears. Under duress, Sivana confesses all, and the school is brought to an end.

In "The Laugh Lotion," in Whiz #68, Sivana again disguises himself. This time as an insect exterminator. Entering Station W.H.I.Z., he approaches Sterling Morris for a job. Morris, recalling that there are ants in the station, sends him there. When he arrives, Sivana sees ants and starts removing them. He then takes Sivana's place at the police station, swiping everyone with a laugh. Sivana is so entertained, he laughs as he attempts to strike the teeth as Capt. Enter. "Capt. Marvel! Did you see it? Now I'll spray you too with the Laugh Lotion!"

"Well, but it is," Capt. Marvel knocks Sivana down and crushes his sprayer. Thinking it all is safe, he breathes deeply, but Sivana reveals a spare sprayer and leaps at him. He escapes, with Capt. Marvel in pursuit. The Laugh Lotion is used to paralyze the laughter. Capt. Marvel recovers soon and begins tracking the scientist by following the trail of his laughing victims. Sivana naively believes this is the Laugh Lotion he is after. He is gored by a bull, while searching for more Laugh Lotion. He begins spilling Sivana's supply! The wicked old scientist tries to run, but is hit by some of his own Laugh Lotion. Capt. Marvel catches him. "Hee hee! Ha ha ha! Ho ho ho! Hee hee hee! How now! Hee hee hee!"

Sivana's downfall is, however, procrastination. Trying to savour the moment as long as possible, he waits until Billy finally manages to say his word between gusts of laughter. Capt. Marvel appears, but he also gets a dose of Laugh Lotion and begins laughing uncontrollably. He tries to nab Sivana, but is too weak from laughter. Sivana escapes.

Having had his fill of looting stores, Sivana decides to phone the now recovered Capt. Marvel: "Greetings, Capt. Marvel! Come down to Police Headquarters and wait for the kids in the taxi! I'll be expecting you! Hee hee!" When Capt. arrives at the police station, Sivana has already subdue everyone there with Laugh Lotion! Billy is too weak from laughter. He tries to nab Sivana, but is too weak from laughter. Sivana escapes.

Having had his fill of looting stores, Sivana decides to phone the now recovered Capt. Marvel: "Greetings, Capt. Marvel! Come down to Police Headquarters and wait for the kids in the taxi! I'll be expecting you! Hee hee!" When Capt. arrives at the police station, Sivana has already subdue everyone there with Laugh Lotion! Billy is too weak from laughter. He tries to nab Sivana, but is too weak from laughter. Sivana escapes.

Having had his fill of looting stores, Sivana decides to phone the now recovered Capt. Marvel: "Greetings, Capt. Marvel! Come down to Police Headquarters and wait for the kids in the taxi! I'll be expecting you! Hee hee!" When Capt. arrives at the police station, Sivana has already subdue everyone there with Laugh Lotion! Billy is too weak from laughter. He tries to nab Sivana, but is too weak from laughter. Sivana escapes.
Kee hee! He's taking me to jail! Ha ha haw haw! My plans are ruined! Oh Ha Haaaaa!

Afterwards, Billy makes his regular broadcast: "No Sivana went behind bars at last! Ha Ha Ha! And it's not the laugh lotion making me laugh this time!"

As I'm writing this, D.C.'s "Shazam" #1 has just hit the stands. I won't bother describing it, as I'm sure almost all of you have read it by now. I thought the story in the first issue could've been better, but I'll not go into that either. It does seem fitting to me, that they revived Capt. Marvel's arch-enemy in the same issue and story that they revived him.

Capt. Marvel and Dr. Thaddeus Bodog Sivana. They've been enemies for 33 years. May they be so for 33 more!

Art for this article was done by: Don Newton, John Clark, Martin L. Greim and C.C. Beck.


From one of the oldest Comic Book clashes to one of the newest! The second in Comic Crusader's new series "Great Comic Book Clashes" features the cosmic battle between NEW GENESIS and APOCALIPS.

This article will be written by Kirby aficionado Bob Coagrove, and will delve into the classic symbolic aspects of the cosmic struggle between good and evil as interpreted by Jack Kirby. This article will also feature the drawing you thought you'd never see...Orion vs. Darkseid by Jack Kirby.

Martin L. Greim
JOURNEY TO THE ROCK OF ETERNITY

by BOB COSGROVE
Few comic creators have been the subject of as many articles and features as Jack and Otto Binder. And little wonder. First working with Harry Chesler, and then managing his own shop, Jack Binder oversaw the production of a massive amount of comic strip art, as well as personally illustrating many features, most notably Mary Marvel. Most famous for his many Capt. Marvel stories, Otto Binder also scripted for Timely, National, and just about every other company in the business, as well as maintaining aprodigious output as a science fiction writer.

You can't imagine how delighted I was when Martin Ouellet suggested that he, Al Bradford, and I travel to upper state New York to visit the famous pair, who live only minutes apart. My enthusiasm died a bit when I learned we were going in Al Bradford's van. I was unable to decide whether the name "Dodge," embossed on the vehicles front, was a trade name or advice to pedestrians. Playing on my indecision, my fellow fans seized me by the hips and hurled me into the van. We were off!

We left in the morning light of Massachusetts and arrived at Otto Binder's home in the bright afternoon sunlight around two. Surprising our disappointment at not finding at least a yellow lightning insignia on the mailbox, we introduced ourselves to Mr. Binder, and his gracious wife. Otto is a short, portly man, with graying hair and a pencil line mustache. Eager for news of the comic industry, he leaned forward during conversations, anxious to capture each word, punctuating his comments with short, animated hand movements.

As time was short, we went immediately to Jack Binder's nearby home. On the way, I quizzed Otto concerning his reading habits, hoping to take his mind off Al's driving. Otto said that he read mostly mystery and science fiction, favoring Robert Heinlein as the top sf writer. At that point, the van pulled into Jack's.
tutive sense, to know when an artist has done his best. I've seen him as a artist do over a job 15 times. He'd pay for it, but he'd know the artist was doing his best work. He knew what he wanted and he'd get it!

Harry was originally sponsored by Bernard McFadden, in our first studio on 5th Avenue. Then there was some confusion between Harry and McFadden and the shop broke up. I went on my own for a while, then several months later, Harry called me up and we started up a new organization. We both put in our best efforts, and the aligators, little ones, in his office and would feed them raw hamburger. He also served them minnows, but he would chop their heads off first, so the minnows wouldn't suffer when the aligators ate them.

Marty: Of the many things connected with Capt. Marvel, one of the most interesting is Shazam's "Book of Eternity." Can you tell us something about this, Otto?

Otto: I'm fairly certain that the Book of Eternity was my idea. I seem to remember coming up with the plot, all by myself, and Wendell Crowley was too young when he heard it. It actually ties in scientifically with astronomical theory. As you know, according to the "big bang" theory, there was once a "primal atom" of super-condensed matter which exploded, sending particles of matter in all directions. These particles then scattered to form the nebulas, etc. Now, along with this "point" in space, there was a "point in time" too at that very spot, wherever it was. Using poetic license, I simply postulated a fixed point in the universe where this primal atom existed in a timeless state before it exploded. The rock angle was just to make it pictorial. But conceivably, there is some temporal/spatial point from which any portion of the universe, throughout time, can be reached. If you understand all this, tell me how it works, will you?

Bob: Jack, could you describe what your typical work day was like when you were running your own shop?

Jack: It was 24 hours a day. Otto: It started with him going crazy and how did it end up? Jack: Well, I wound up crazier! I hired in units of four. I'd get work to do at 9 o'clock and work until I was groggy, which usually came about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. The rest of the day I'd take off to recover.

Bob: What about your work day Otto?

Otto: Well, as you know, a writer works alone. I'm always a morning writer. I'd get going at 9 o'clock and work until I was groggy, which usually came about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. The rest of the day I'd take off to recover.

Bob: What kind of things did you read, Otto, when you were working in comics?

Otto: Everything but comics! Science fiction, detective and science books mostly.

Marty: Otto, over the years you've worked on many characters. Which one was your favorite?

Otto: With a doubt, Captain Marvel or any of the Marvel Family. Other than that, I'd say Captain America was one. He was always a free and easy character. I did scripts directly for Stan Lee, in those days, and didn't work with Joe Simon until years later, when he worked for Harvey Publications.

Bob: Marty's been working on a Capt. Marvel Jr. vs. Capt. Nazi article. Do you know who created Capt. Nazi?

Otto: Yes, it was Ed Herron. Herron was a very good writer and I think he created Captain America too. At least, he worked for Fawcett, he couldn't afford to, because he wasn't supposed to work for any other company.

Marty: Otto, which did you find it easier to write, a super hero story, a science fiction story, or a detective story?

Otto: I think, probably, the science fiction stories. I liked doing things for the EC comics.

Bob: What did an artist have to be able to do for your shop?

Jack: The most important thing for an artist in the comic book field to know is how to utilize the full potential of the medium. I've always liked to be in control, and when I was editing, I'd always tell the artists what I wanted. I think a good artist is one who can work with me. If I give him a script, I want him to make it look like I wrote it. I want him to be part of the story, not just a part of the artwork.

Bob: Do you remember how you felt, when you got the word that Captain Marvel was dead and that the Fawcett line was no longer in the comic book business?

Jack: It didn't bother me at all! I knew the end was near and I made arrangements to go into another line of business.

Otto: Jack's case was different, because he was branching out into other lines of business; but in my case, my whole living was practically Fawcett Comics. I had quit DC because of the Fawcett/National lawsuit, so when National finally won the suit, it was a big blow to me and the other artists and writers concerned. The thing that made it even worse, was that Beck and I had a syndicated Captain Marvel strip all worked out.
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(JACK BINDER)
though the meetings were social, the conversations always centered around work. We lived it!

Jack: Our instance in the so-called "Golden Age" of comics, was a period of time similar to the early movies. No one knew what they were doing. We had to just take the bull by the horns and make this thing go. There were no guide lines set for us to go by. Fortunately, because of the thrill of just doing it and being involved in it, the comics worked.

Bob: Otto, do you think today's Captain Marvel stands a chance of selling today, or do you think he's basically a "1940s" character?

Otto: I wonder. I just don't know. It's just so light and whimsical. It just doesn't seem to be the real Captain Marvel. The artwork yes, because it's Beck, but the stories just don't have the flavor I felt in the old days. As Steranko said in his "History of the Comics..." "The Magic Is Gone!"

Marty: Otto, when you sat down to write the Marvel Family stories, did you first plan out how much action would be given to each member? Did Capt. Marvel get the best treatment?

Otto: The stories were tailored to give them all equal exposure. Sometimes one of the Marvels would get a bit more of the action, but the formula was to send each one of them out on a separate mission and bring them together for a big ending.

Bob: You are perhaps best remembered Jack, for your work as Uncle Marvel. Will you tell us a bit about your work on her?

Jack: I had nothing to do with creating Mary Marvel, except that after I got a hold of the character, I made it my personality. Her character had been already set before I got her.

Otto: I wrote the first story that she appeared in. That was in Captain Marvel #13. She then had her own lead feature in Wow Comics, beginning with issue #9. (November, 1942)

Jack: I'll take credit for creating Mary Marvel and Uncle Marvel, not as creations, but as persons. When the script was given to me, I created the personality of Uncle Marvel. (At this point, Jack showed us a model sheet he'd done for Uncle Marvel and this prompted Otto to ask a question that had been in the back of his mind for years.)

Otto: Jack, did you model Uncle Marvel after me?

Jack: Not conscious, Otto. Actually, I modelled her after what I wanted to be--what we'd all like to be - the lovable old fraud who gets away with everything.

*NOTES ON UNCLE MARVEL:

Uncle Marvel made his first appearance in a Mary Marvel story in Wow Comics #13, October, 1943. He had no Shazam powers, but found Mary's lost diary, recounting her adventures and tried to pull off a complicated swindle. He claimed to be Mary's uncle and used his powers to help him in his suit of breakaway clothes with a pull of his zipper. He then stood revealed in a makeshift Captain Marvel suit. Uncle Dudley (as was his real name) planned to form Shazam Inc. and sell the services of Mary and the other Marvels. Mary discovered that Dudley was a fraud, when he said Shazam aloud and didn't change. However, when Uncle Marvel risked his life to push a child out of the way of an oncoming truck, Mary decided to honor him. She talked Dudley into forming Shazam Inc., a non-profit organization and as a result, Uncle Marvel was around, on and off, as a supporting character in the Marvel stories for a long time.

*NOTES ON PATMAN:

Patman came into being in 1967. He was a hero with three identities... (1) Van Crawford, a wealthy hobo; (2) Patman, the green and yellow clad heavy-weight hero; and (3) Sauerenstein, the human machine. Due to an amazing bio-genetic serum, given to him by a little green alien from outer space, Patman possessed the power to change at will into a human flying saucer. Patman was no slouch in human form either. He was tremendously strong and was a master of karate.

Bob: Another model book, which never came out, was to be called "Captain Shazam!" Can you tell us a bit about it?

Otto: Capt. Shazam? Well, sorry to disappoint you, but I don't really remember much about him. I was completely different from Capt. Marvel, of course; had to be, for obvious legal reasons. If I recall, I did some story outlines, which I no longer have, but that's as far as it got.

Bob: What are your reactions on the newly returned Captain Marvel?

Jack: I'll give you my reactions on what has already died. We tried a revival with Little Nemo. I spent thousands of dollars on Bob McCay, Winsor McCay's son, who had his father's technique down to perfection, but lacked the imagination and vitality to get it across. I talked Street and Smith into publishing it, did a few layouts for Bob McCay, and Otto even did a few scripts for it; but when Winsor McCay died, Little Nemo died with him. It's almost impossible to revive something and get the same life and dynamism into that original one. Now, when the revived Captain Marvel, retained his technique, but because he's so far away from the original inspiration, the book just isn't the same. In the old days this was part of our life. With these characters, we poured our soul and love into a regular training course on how to interpret the script. You had to believe you are this character. Although I had 40 people working on one script, in every possible area, the whole thing had to tie together just as it does in the movies.

Otto: We had regular "bull sessions" in those days. We could talk for hours about comics. In fact, we met for weekends for six years, just talking shop. Even
“NOTES ON PRECIELES MARVEL”

Precieles was Mary’s girl friend and although she didn’t pretend to have any powers, like Uncle Dudley did, she still dressed up like Mary Marvel and participated in Mary’s adventures now and then.

Marty: Will you tell us something about how Mary Marvel was used to sell girl’s dresses?

Jack: Sterling Advertising and another company wanted to use Mary Marvel to sell dresses. They gave me the assignment of doing the first ad. Of course, I did it in my usual simple direct way. The agency had a young art director there who wanted 99 changes made. I told him, “Look, I presented a sketch to you, you okay’d the sketch and I have the layout. I have presented you with the final work. This is it! There will be no more changes, from here on!” He gave me quite a talking to, but I told him he could take it or leave it. So they ran the ad, the way I did it, and they sold 30,000 dresses, from $2.98 to $3.98 a piece. Of course I did the ads after that. When they tried to analyze the success of that first ad, I told them that to the kids, Mary Marvel was a real character. They related to her. They were a part of Mary Marvel and Mary Marvel was a part of them. So when they saw her in those pretty dresses, they bought them to be like her.

Marty: In addition to creating Mary Marvel for Fawcett, didn’t you create Supergirl for National too, Otto?

Otto: Yes, along with Mort Weisinger. He was really an idea man. Most editor’s aren’t, you know.

Marty: How did you feel about writing Supergirl, after having worked on Mary Marvel?

Otto: It was kind of weird, in a way. I had worked for DC for a while, but stopped when the National/Fawcett lawsuit took place. I was asked to come back, if and when Capt. Marvel fell by the wayside. I did just that, when National won the suit. Mort kept pooping Capt. Marvel, saying it was a bunch of junk. Mary Marvel was a crazy idea! So, a couple of years went by and one day Mort said to me, “I’ve got a great idea... Supergirl!” Of course I didn’t say, “You don’t mean Mary Marvel do you Mort?” To me, it was like reliving the past.

Marty: Otto, what do you think about the trend toward relevancy in comics?

Otto: My thought is, that comics are escape literature and that they should be kept in that never—never land, disconnected with the problems of everyday life.

Bob: Jack, what do you think of the art work in comics today?

Jack: I think that they are over embellished. They’re over drawn. They seem to think that the fineness of the comic art carries the comic story. It doesn’t! The artwork on today’s strips is just too complex. There’s just too much there, for the simple thing you want to say.

At this point, it was time for a break. As Jack served coffee and cookies, we talked about some of the artists of the forties. Otto said:

“I always considered C.C. Beck a sort of minor genius. It’s a shame he never received more recognition. He sat down and worked out his own, unique approach to comic art and story telling. But he was a unique figure in many other ways too. For example, he would create his own musical instruments and make up his own musical scale, and play them. And you were telling me about his new thing, where he constructs realistic weapons out of paper scraps.”

Artist, Mac Raboy, who was poles apart from Beck’s easy simplicity, also evoked memories from the Binders.

“Mack Raboy,” Otto mused. “There was a prima donna! Impossi—bility to work with. He always complained that there were too many action scenes.”

HERE HE IS, FATFANS! THE ONLY COMIC HERO WITH 3 IDENTITIES...

FATMAN

B.B. BLACK
Mr. Mind's Day Dream

Jack and his wife. Over a leisurely dinner, we swapped horror stories. Every fan has one, but the Binders both had gems. Otto one day discussing to give all his "worthless" extra copies of Capt. Marvel, et al, to the neighborhood kids, and Jack, tired of carting his magazines around, loading them all in barrels and taking them to the dump.

About eight, as dusk settled, we thanked our hosts and headed for Vermont to see Ted Fagan. It certainly had been a fascinating afternoon. One that we would all long remember. As we drove, a thunder and lightning storm overtook us, prompting Al to try a few unavailing "Shazam's." I told Al that I heard the ghostly voice of the old wizard muttering, "No way, Al!" However, cynical that he is, he refused to believe me.

All Capt. Marvel related characters are © National Pub. 1973


Photos for this article by... Al Bradford.

*SPECIAL THANKS TO: Jack Binder for allowing me to print the hitherto unpublished drawings of Mary Marvel, Uncle Marvel and the Man Ray model sheet, from his personal scrapbook... and to C.C. Beck, Bill Black and Anthony Kowalik for this article's art.

"Too many action scenes?" I repeated. "Isn't that a rather unusual complaint for an artist?"

"Well, maybe. Mac didn't care about plot, about conflict. He wanted beautiful, fairyland scenes for Captain Marvel Jr. to float through."

"Many of Baboy's shots were remarkably similar," Marty said. "I know stats were used, but how many?"

"Just a minute!" Jack was up from his chair, running upstairs. "I have some pages of Baboy's, I'll show you." Jack soon returned, pages in hand. Interspersed with patches of Baboy's precise brushwork were photostats of previous work. Indeed, almost every panel was a total or partial stat. Jack told us that Baboy did all the paste-ups himself, refusing to let anyone else touch his page.

After bidding a temporary farewell to Jack, who presented us with a beautiful set of landscape prints, drawn in a detailed pen-and-ink style very different from the simple line drawings of his comic book hey-day, we returned to Otto's.

Otto led us up to the second floor to a small room crammed with books--his studio. I mentally deleted the typewriter and added a drawing board, and I could see a smaller version of Steve Ditko's studio. Most of the books were multiple copies of Otto's recent paperbacks, but the room also contained some comics, books by Heinlein and Wells, and multiple copies of Steranko's "History of Comics."

Al, Marty and I then followed Otto downstairs to greet
CAPT. MARVEL JR. FLIES AGAIN!
An Interview With:

DAVE COCKRUM
by Martin L. Greim

I've known Dave Cockrum for quite a few years and it pleases me no end to see him becoming one of DC's top artists. His work on The Legion of Super Heroes is something to behold and now he's Capt. Marvel Jr.'s new artist. I interviewed Dave at the 1973 New York Comic Art Convention and obtained the following information.

Q. Dave, how about giving us some background information on yourself; such as where you were born, art training, etc.
A. I was born in Pendleton, Oregon, in November of 1943. I took art in high school and attended Southern Illinois University and California State University, majoring in art at both places. However, most of what I do of the comics is self taught or learned from observation. I also learned a lot as Murphy Anderson's assistant, back in 1971. I picked up a lot of invaluable tips from Murphy on how to work and especially on inking. My inking was crummy, until I started working with him.

Q. What was your first published work?
A. Well, I don't know if you'd consider this professional work, because I wasn't paid for it, but I did a drawing for the book cover of a short lived science fiction magazine called "Spaceway Magazine." My first paid for work was for Warren Publications. The story was called "Prisoner of the Pool" and appeared in Vampirella #1.

Q. You are now doing the Capt. Marvel Jr. strip at DC. Did you apply for this job, or was it assigned to you?
A. I asked for it! When Capt. Marvel first appeared at National, I thought, "Gee, I'd like to draw Capt. Marvel!" But then I thought about it and realized that only C.C. Beck should draw that. After a little more thought, I decided Jr. would be the sort of thing I'd be better at. I did 3 pages of sample material to show Julie Schwartz, in hopes he'd let me do it. I guess a lot of people asked to do the strip, but none of them cared enough to do any samples; so I got the job.

Q. How is Jr. going to be handled? Is he going to be more in the Beck or Mac Haboy style?
A. I'd like to make it look as much like Haboy as I can; but not being Haboy, or as polished as he was, it will take quite some time to work up to that grade of art. The Haboy image is what National wants and they've given me stated pages of his work for reference, plus I have a few comics with Haboy's work myself.

Q. How many times a year are you doing Jr.?
A. It will alternate, as a back-up feature in Shazam, about every three issues. The other two features are Mary Marvel and The Marvel Family. Bob Okner will be doing Mary Marvel and Kurt Schaffenberger will do The Marvel Family.

Q. Jr.'s stories were often more substantial than Capt. Marvel's. Is National intending to do them that way?
A. Well, I don't think they really know what to do with the character right now. You might even think the first story is a little silly. It's about a gang who's stealing elevators, for a rare mineral they possess, melting them down and exporting them to a foreign country for a secret weapon they're building. I think Jr. will probably have more solid stories, as soon as they decide on which direction they want to take him.

Q. What's your work day like?
A. It's hard to rate how fast I work, because I do so much goofing off. I have 16 lizards, 3 nerts and a turtle in my studio and I like to watch them while I'm working. I have to feed 'em and change their water and all that too. When I do a comic page, I pencil it completely first, then I go back and ink it. I don't pick selected panels to ink first. Recently I discovered pens. I've got some fountain pens that use India ink and I'm so delighted with the results, that I'm putting more pen work into my strips. When I ink with a brush, I use a #3 Robert Simonds Lancer watercolor brush. This brush has a good thick barrel, so I can get a good hold on it. It's kind of an unusual brush to ink with, but I like it.

Q. Do you work during the day or the evening?
A. I get most of my work done between the hours of 8 in the evening and 4 in the morning. That's less distraction then.

Q. Is there any difference working with Elliot Maggin, who wrote the Capt. Marvel Jr. story, and Cary Bates, who writes the Legion of Super Heroes stories?
A. Yes, I've done two of Elliot's stories and I've just been handed the scripts. When I do a Legion story, I sit down with Cary and we have a bull session first. This way some of my ideas show up in the Legion stories. I get away with a lot in the Legion series, but nothing that doesn't have the approval of Julie Schwartz. He's got an eye like a hawk.

Dave's work combines the styles of Anderson, Adams and Kubert, not to mention the strong emergence of his own. It's a pleasure to view his fine work!
CAPTAIN WITH A CURSE
by Martin L. Grein

Powerful, dynamic, possessing terrific strength and physical ability. He has these traits reserved for super heroes. However, in this case, they are referring to a super villain...CAPT. HANS CAPT. HANS was all of the above, plus, in later stories, he was also a good fighter. In fact, the Hessians were the super heroes of the times. Capt. Hans burst upon the scene in the opening panels of his debut story. He was not a character that would do well in the pages of the average adventure comic strip. But Capt. Hans, as played by actor Hans Hitler himself, introduced himself to his audience in the opening frame. The story begins with the young Hans Hitler, who, while walking through the town, comes across a group of villains, led by a man named Hitler. Hans, seeing the danger, stands up to the villains and fights them off. The fight takes place on a hillside, with Hans using his strength and agility to defeat the villains. The story continues with Hans fighting against various villains, always coming out on top. The storyline is simple, but the action is intense. The artwork is well done, with the characters having a strong presence on the page. The story ends with Hans standing triumphantly over the defeated villains, with the promise of more adventures to come. The story was reprinted in several comic books and is still remembered by fans of the genre.
so doing, he had cursed himself with a nemesis that would haunt him until the end of his days.

Capt. Nazi, as yet unaware of Capt. Marvel Jr., returned to the pages of Master #22 to create more chaos. A villain called Dr. Eternity was killing people, from a list of ten, by pouring boiling wax over them. However, Bulletman and Bulletgirl were hot on his trail, that he enlisted the aid of Capt. Nazi. The duo go after Eternity’s next victim, Sir Henry Welch, but are foiled by the intervention of Bulletman. As Bulletman pursues the evil duo, he comes upon a small lame boy, who he thinks is lost. He soon learns this is not the case and that the boy has the powers of Capt. Marvel. To prove this, the boy yells the name of his hero and, in a flash of lightning, Capt. Marvel Jr. appears. Together, Jr. and Bulletman capture the two villains, just as they are about to kill their next victim. The battle is on! Bulletman looks in combat with Capt. Nazi, as Jr. downs Eternity. Capt. Nazi throws an axe at Bulletman that misses and hits Jr. on the back of the head. Naturally, it has no effect on the boy with the powers of Capt. Marvel. Jr. turns and for the first time, Capt. Nazi feels the power of what he had created. Jr.’s fist slams into the pride of Nazi Germany! It is a fist Capt. Nazi will feel again and again in the pages of Master and Capt. Marvel Jr. Comics in the months to come. Capt. Nazi does manage to escape though, and after Dr. Eternity is turned over to the police, Jr. and Bulletman ponder where he will strike next. However, Bulletman was never again to encounter the Nazi super-man, for with issue #23 of Master Comics, Capt. Marvel Jr. would have the lead return story. The only other hero to battle Capt. Nazi again was Capt. Marvel himself, in Capt. Marvel Adventures #22. Capt. Nazi was one of Mr. Kindt’s Society of Death members and he was trying to steal two black pearls. To own both gave the owner a crystal ball effect of any event he wished to see. Capt. Nazi had already stolen one pearl and

was off to India to obtain the mate. The pearl was in the eye of an idol and a tremendous battle takes place for it, with Capt. Marvel besting Nazi; but losing it to another member of “The Society of Evil”... Ibac.

Issue #23 of Master Comics saw Capt. Nazi trying to kill the President of the United States. He loosed a train car bearing the President and sent it streaking down a grade. Jr. knocked Nazi off a cliff and saved the train from destruction. This time he teamed up with Mr. Macabre, a villain Jr. had encountered in Master #24. Both were defeated by the young marvel and again Nazi was thought dead...killed in the destruction of a Nazi sea raider off the coast of England. Saved for the second time from a watery grave, Capt. Nazi was pulled from the drink by an unsuspecting English patrol boat, in Master #27. Once in London, he set off false air raid alarms to pave the way for a real air strike. Jr. foiled the plot by capturing a signaling device used to call the Luftwaffe and led the Nazi planes into a squadron of British aircraft. At the end of the story Capt. Nazi was captured by Jr., but vowed no prison could hold him. He was right too, for he escaped in Master #28 to capture U.S. production wizard, Frank Edsel. This story featured some of the best Mac Baboy art yet, as Jr. goes to Germany to free Edsel.

It was about this time that Capt. Marvel Jr. Comics #1 came out. (Nov. 10, 1942) The first issue featured a brief 3 page repeat of Jr.’s origin and a battle with Capt. Nazi #2. Capt. Nazi was given an added power...the power to fly! By inhaling an invention called “Flying Gas” he was able to soar like a bird. In Capt. Marvel Jr. #6, Capt. Nazi tried a different ploy. He attempted to convince the Allies that he had repented, so he could clear the way for an invasion of America. Both Capt. Marvel Jr. and the U.S. Army defeated his this time. Capt. Nazi’s battles were ended and filled with frustration. I’m sure he rue the day he brought Capt. Marvel Jr. into the world and became The Captain With A Curse!
SCHAFFENBERGER!

by Martin L. Greim

In the picture above, Kurt Schaffenberger steps between the two mightiest heroes in comics... Capt. Marvel and Superman! Kurt knows both of these heroes intimately, for he is one of the few artists to have ever drawn them both. Recently I contacted Kurt to ask if he'd do the cover for this issue. As you can see, he came through with a beautiful rendering! Kurt was also kind enough to submit to an interview about his background.

"I'm a farmer's boy" his autobiography read as follows: "I was born in a small farm in the Thuringian Forest of central Germany, where I spent the first seven years of my life. In preparation for my career as a cartoonist, I tended geese, heeded goats, and hoed potatoes. When my family migrated to the U.S., we settled first in Hartford, Conn. but moved to suburban West Hartford shortly thereafter. I went through public schools there, graduating from high school first in my class, as a result of which I was awarded a scholarship which I used to enter Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N.Y. While attending Pratt, I worked four summers in a machine shop to help pay my way.

On graduation, the first job I was able to land was with Jack Binder at his studio in Englewood, N.J., which was turning out art work on a production line basis for the then newly emerging field of comic books. The staff consisted of about 15 men, mostly from the same graduating class at Pratt.

While looking for rooms in Englewood, N.J., I met the football coach of one of the local high schools, who told me that he'd be shortly vacating his flat and suggested I see about taking it over - which I did. This coach subsequently achieved a degree of fame in a place called Green Bay. His name was Vince Lombardi, and he was also responsible for my meeting the girl who later became my wife in that it was the landlord of the aforementioned apartment who introduced me to her.

Most of the characters, with the notable exception of Capt. Marvel, that we worked on at the Binder Studio have long disappeared into limbo -- Bulletman, Blackstone the Magician, Ible the Invincible, Fighting Yank, etc., etc.

Exactly one year to the day after getting out of Pratt, I was mustered into the U.S. Army, where I spent the next four years, three of them overseas. I went overseas with the 1st Special Services Co., which had the prime function of running shows, movies, sporting
events, and other forms of entertainment for the troops in England. The posters that I prepared for these events brought me to the attention of a major who had run an art agency in civilian life and who was then in the process of setting up one for the army. For the next two years, we turned out training posters, charts, graphs, and displays for the army until the Battle of the Bulge made those activities seem somewhat superfluous, resulting in the disbanding of our unit.

Learning that an outfit called the Office of Strategic Services was looking for German-speaking personnel, I joined the OSS and spent the next six months in Intelligence and counter-espionage work until my discharge in late '45 as a Master Sergeant.

Back in civilian life, I drifted naturally to the field I knew best—comics. Knowledge for a Scott Publications on the Captain Marvel series until it was halted in 1953. After that, I spent two years doing general art work in a small studio, but I always kept one foot in the comic field, drawing for such companies as Classics Illustrated, American Comics, Marvel Comics, and others.

When National was looking for an artist for the Lois Lane magazine which was about to start, I applied for and got the job. I stayed with Lois until 1956 when I was assigned to the Supergirl book.

Along with newsstand comics, I have done considerable work in the commercial comics field, primarily for Custom Comics and doing special books for diverse accounts as Howard Johnson, General Motors, the New York Police and Fire Departments, U.S. Air Force, various utility companies and many others.

I am married, the father of two children (a married daughter and a son), and am presently living in suburban New Jersey.

Interview

The first question I asked Kurt was prompted by his Superman meets Capt. Marvel drawing. To my knowledge, there is only one other drawing ever published of these two together, done by the same artist who worked on both of them, and that appeared in "Lois Lane" #42, July, 1963.

Q. In the splash panel of "The Monkey's Paw" you had Superman bowling over a batch of super heroes to get to Lois. In that panel, you had Capt. Marvel as one of the flattened heroes. Did you slip this by the D.C. Editors, or was it spotted?

A. The story is that you slip very little past any of the editors at National, but I both got a chuckle over this, seeing as we both figured that Captain Marvel was a dead issue, and putting him as one of the flattened heroes was somewhat symbolic.

Q. What was your first published work?

A. Well, at this "point in time", that's a little bit hard to say seeing this is now over 30 years ago.

Q. Will you elaborate a bit about your years at Fawcett and the Binder Studio?

A. First, my time at the Binder Studio was not years; it was exactly one year between the time I got out of art school and went into the army. There were about 15 of us, all from the same graduating class at Pratt Institute. We started at the Binder Studio which consisted of an old barn behind the house where Jack lived. Most of the other fellows who worked there went on into different lines of endeavor. Some stayed in the art field; others got completely out of it. The only notable exception who is still in the comic field would be Ken Bald who does the "Dr. Kildare" strip for King Features Syndicate.

Q. What were your feelings when the Capt. Marvel series ended?

A. I can only say it was one of utter and total dismay. At the time this happened, I was one of the periodic slumps in the comic business and I spent almost two years pounding on doors looking for work. I finally went into a studio in New York with an artist's agent named Epstein, and between the two of us, managed to get enough work together to keep me going for a while.

Q. During this period that I was doing some work for American Comics and Marvel comics which, at that time, I believe was under a different name. I also

Q. When you were working on Capt. Marvel, did you ever find yourself comparing your work with C.C. Beck's?

A. Well, of course I had to, because the main character was one Beck had developed and I had to make mine compatible to his. However, I do believe our did one book for Classics Illustrated called "Soldiers of Fortune" in the summer of '57, when the family and I were on vacation up in Maine, I received a long distance phone call from Otto Binder informing me that National was looking for an artist to do the Lois Lane book, which they were contemplating publishing out at this time, and that he had recommended my name to Mort Weisinger. I called Mort up from Maine and made a date to see him, brought in some samples and got the job doing the Lois Lane book.

Q. When you were working on Capt. Marvel, did you ever find yourself comparing your work with C.C. Beck's?
approaches were a little bit different in that I tried to get a little more realistic and Beek's was more of a cartoonish approach than mine.

Q. Of the characters you've worked on, do you have any particular favorite?
A. I would have to say that by far my favorite is still Lois Lane. I think the reason I took the character which had played a very minor role in the Superman strip and developed a personality that was, I think, distinctive and unique.

Q. Has your artwork been influenced by any particular artist?
A. Well, when I first got into the comics business, it was, of course, Alex Raymond, Milton Caniff, Hal Foster and artists like that that I admired tremendously, and still do to this day. I never tried to exactly duplicate any of them, but I took them as a point of departure and tried to develop a style of my own.

Q. What were some of the characters you worked on at American and Marvel?
A. The majority of the stories that I did there were one-shot features. Some of the stories were mysteries, some of them were romance features. There was no specific character that I did for either of those companies.

Q. What were your thoughts on drawing Superman in Lois Lane after doing Capt. Marvel for so long?
A. At that point I was glad to have any one feature or character to stick with having had these aforementioned years of just batting around with a character here and a character there. I didn't find any great difficulty in drawing Superman because he was just another muscle-bound super-hero in a long-tailed suit. One minor difficulty was that Superman was being drawn by other various artists and the styles were not necessarily alike. Wayne Boring did one Superman, Curt Swan did another Superman and there were several other artists that were working on the character, so I had to develop a sort of compromise which was Superman, but was still my style.

Q. What's your working day like?
A. I generally start about 9 o'clock in the morning and work thru until 5:30 or so in the evening, with a break for lunch. Then we have dinner, and most often I will come back in the studio and work until about 10 o'clock at night. I generally pencil a story completely first and then go in for lettering and then bring it home and ink it. My average page of working is to pencil two pages a day or ink two pages a day, so the total output would be one complete page a day.

Q. When were you born?
A. I was born December 15, 1920.

Q. What artist tools do you work with?
A. They are basically quite simple. Depending upon the temperature and humidity, I will pencil with anything from a number F to a number 4H pencil. In other words, if the humidity is relatively high you need a softer pencil in order to make a drawing on the paper. When I ink, I use a Windsor-Newton Series 7 No. 1 water color brush, and a fine pen to do the pen work.

Q. Do you have any favorite artists in the comic book field today?
A. I have to be totally honest and say that I really don't know very much about the artists in the comic book field, because I don't really read comics that much.

Q. What are your opinions of today's comic book industry?
A. I would say that I believe that there will always be a place for comic books, although I do not think they will ever regain the popularity that they once had before the advent of television. I feel that one problem that the industry has today is one of distruction, for the reason that our prime outlets of years ago - the mom and pop candy stores - are rapidly disappearing. I've heard one publisher admit, at one of the recent meetings of the Comic Book Industry Group, that as many as 60% of all comics published never see the light of day. They stagnate in a warehouse somewhere. I think until such time as they can get this distribution problem straightened out, comics will continue just putting along like they have been for the past 15 years or so, nobody really making any big money in them nor making any large impact on the population as a whole. I still feel that the comic book is vital and should be a larger factor in the entertainment field than it is, but until such time as we can get this distribution problem straightened out, I'm afraid we are just going to sit where we are. I don't know the answer and I don't think anybody else does, unfortunately.

Q. What is your opinion of ACBA?
A. I have attended several of their meetings and they are interesting, which is about as much as I can say for them. I am a member of the National Cartoonists' Society, which I joined initially in order to see if I could do something about the condition of the comic book field as far as the artists' rates, the reprinting and other facets of the comic book industry were concerned. Unfortunately, I found out that it's mainly a club-type atmosphere, where guys can get together to pat each other on the back, have a few drinks together and shoot the bull. As far as doing anything constructive, I have yet to see any evidence of it. As for the awards dinners that they have at the ACBA and also at the National Cartoonists' Society, with their "Reuben Awards" and the National Cartoonists' Society with their "Shazam Awards," I have very mixed feelings about those. I consider them much too self-serving, like the Oscar Awards in the motion picture industry. It seems that a lot of people do really, really put their selves on the back and saying "aren't we great!"

Q. Do you have any hobbies?
A. Well, with a 7-room house to take care of on weekends and the little free time that I do have as a free-lancer, I really don't have that much time for hobbies. I did used to do some skiing during the winter, but that came to an abrupt halt with the advent of my 50th birthday, the arrival of my first grandchild and my being flat on my back with a severe case of scoliosis.

Q. Now that Capt. Marvel has been revived, what do you think his place will be in today's comics?
A. I wish I had a good answer to that question. I really don't know. I'm afraid a good deal of the popularity of Captain Marvel right now is due primarily to nostalgia. I have always considered Captain Marvel a much better character than Superman in this sense that Superman took himself much too seriously, whereas Captain Marvel has always been approached tongue-in-cheek.

Q. How much of the Captain Marvel art are you going to be doing?

A. I have finished one Marvel Family story for Julie Schwartz and I'm now doing a Captain Marvel that I should be starting on Monday. As to how much more I'm going to be doing on the Marvel, I really don't know. There is a question as to whether I'll stay on Jimmy Olsen, which I've been doing for the past year and a half, or whether I'll switch over entirely to the Captain Marvel characters. Right now, I'm doing the Marvel feature along with Bob Ochser. We are rotating every other month.

Q. Do you have any favorite newspaper strip?

A. Yes, my favorite would be "Gasoline Alley" in the dailies, as well as "Beetle Bailey" and "Hi and Lois".

Also, "On Stage" as far as the art work goes, although I do wish Leonard Starr would get his stories moving along a little faster; I think they drag far too much to hold reader interest. The reason I do enjoy that strip, however, is it has, in my estimation, the best art work of any of the daily strips that I have seen recently.

Q. What is your opinion of relevant comic book stories?

A. I belong to the school that believes that if you want to send a message you should call Western Union. I think as far as newspaper comics are concerned, they should be geared primarily toward entertainment. I do believe, however, that the comic medium has never been utilized to its greatest extent as far as an educational or instructional tool is concerned; but if you are going to sell comic books on a newstand and think most people - most kids - buy them with the idea of being entertained, and the message bit, I do not believe, goes over that well. But I could be wrong.

With that, my interview with Kurt Schaffengerer comes to an end. I want to thank Kurt for giving us some insight into his career; Kurt's art has always been the perfect blend between serious and humorous. This range is something very few artists can accomplish. He is also a man with a sense of humor. Take a look through some of his Lois Lane stories and you'll see him drawn into some of the crowd scenes, also look at the name he uses whenever one of his characters gets a box of candy - "Schaff's Candy." It's always a pleasure to read a story drawn by Kurt and with C.C. Beck leaving Captain Marvel after issue #11, it certainly looks like a job for SCHAPPENBERGER!

All characters pictured in this article are © 1973 by National Pub. Art for this feature by: Kurt Schaffengerer, Martin L. Grein and Al Bradford.
HERO: ANY PERSON ADMIRE FOR HIS QUALITIES OR ACHIEVEMENTS AND REGARDED AS AN IDEA OR MODEL!
MAN: A RATIONAL ANIMAL!

PART II

THE LOGIC OF JUSTICE
FITTING ENDS TO CHOSEN MEANS

@1973 STEVE DITKO

WHAT'S KEEPING THEM? THE BOSS DELIBERATELY PICKED THIS PLACE FOR ROUGH STUFF BECAUSE HE KNOWS WHAT IT DOES TO ME! KEEP SPRAYING!

I HEAR THEIR SHOUTING—EVEN IN HERE—I'M SUFFOCATING! EVER SINCE THAT NIGHT... AS A KID... MY FIRST CAR NOW... I USED TO MUG DRUNKS... THEN A GANG OF FILTHY BUMS JUMPED ME... I SPOTTED... ALMOST DIED HOLDING MY BREATH... NOW IF I FEEL A SPECK OF DIRT... I'M BACK... SURROUNDED... SUFFOCATING... UGH!

...NOW BECAUSE OF TWO TROUBLEMAKERS, I MIGHT BE KICKED OUT... INTO THE DIRT... LOSE WHAT PROTECTION I DO HAVE...

HEY, WHAT'S WITH THIS BLAME? HE WAS WITH SKY... THOUGHT WE BETTER LET SPOT DECIDE ABOUT HIM!

WE LET THAT DIRTY THING ANYWHERE NEAR SPOT—HE'LL KILL US! GET RID OF HIM—NOW—FOR GOOD!

THOUGHT I MIGHT NEED SOME TRICKS LIKE THIS DUST BOMB... ARE YOU CRAZY?
IT IS ME OR THEM SO ANYTHING
GOES... THEY DON'T DESERVE ANY
BETTER!... ED, TIE THEM UP TIGHT!
I HEAR VOICES. HOPE SPOT
DOESN'T HAVE TOO MANY
BODYGUARDS...

**NO! WHERE ARE THEY?**
**CAN'T TAKE MUCH MORE**
OF THIS... WHERE IS THE
SPRAY... OH, ME??

**HELLO, SPOT! I'M TAKING OVER**
**YOUR RACKET! HAND OVER YOUR**
**RECORDS PEACEFULLY AND MAY**
**BE I'LL MAKE YOU MY PARTNER. ME AND**
**YOU CLOSE TOGETHER...**

**WHA... MY GOD! HOW?! NO!**
**GET AWAY FROM ME! UGH!**

**NO HELP, SPOT, IT'S**
**BETWEEN ME AND**
**YOU. WHERE'S THE**
**RECORDS? DO I HAVE**
**TO SQUEEZE IT OUT OF YOU?**

**DON'T TOUCH**
**ME! PLEASE!**

**I DON'T HAVE ANY**
**RECORDS... UGH!**

**I'LL STICK CLOSE TO YOU... LIKE YOUR SKIN UNTIL I GET**
**THEM... MAYBE IF I SEARCH**
**YOU...**

**NO! STAY AWAY! THE BIG BOSS HAS THE RECORDS...**

**WHO'S THIS BIG BOSS? DO I HAVE**
**TO SQUEEZE IT OUT OF YOU?**

**YOU'RE LYING! GOT A COMBINATION...**
**KEY TAPE TO YOUR SKIN... I'LL FIND...**

**NO!**
Puren!! I want my full ten grand cut!!
Fen, he's big trouble... got to get him off my back for now...
Fen, glad to see you.

I did your dirty work, took the risks... blackmailing to get you contracts...
Fen, Fen you disappoint me, but maybe it's my fault for not telling you sooner...

Tell me what? I used your money to help finance a big deal. Of course you now share in the profits!

What deal? Where's the dough? Fen, my operations cover a lot of activities. I need help. A man I can depend on. I've had my eye on you...

What? Stop at my place tonight and we'll work out all the details! I'm sorry I didn't ask you sooner. Partner? Partner?

*Fen's type is a threat to me... too competitive, ambitious. He wouldn't wait for a slip by me before he'd try to move in and take over everything that is mine. Spot is also coming tonight... he'll take care of Fen!*

I'm going! You know what to do?
Yah! Yah! You give the word... I call Puren and play the tape...

Now! O.K., okay, D?

Hello! Spot? What? What's taking Ed so long? At last...
AND he's a MANIC! If he gets your file, BOSS! SAM? He hung up. *

MAKE SURE all papers are LOCKED away...then get out of here...stay out till the boys get that nut...if Spot is callin' WHAT?

That's not the guy Spot warned me about? WHO?

RIMG!

YOU'RE ASKING FOR TROUBLE... HEY... LEAVE THAT ALONE... YOU... YOU KNOW ABOUT ME? WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? TAKE OVER? TURN ME OVER TO THE LAW... WAIT... LISTEN...

I'm a reasonable man! always ready to deal. EVERYTHING is UP FOR COMPROMISE. A guy's got to EXPECT TO lose a LITTLE before he can gain... RIGHT? so we both bend a LITTLE...

LOOK... YOU NAME IT, DOPE, STOLEN CARS, BLACKMAIL, and I got a piece of it... so I got something of value to offer you... let me remain in business and YOU get a CUT. IT DOESN'T EVEN COST YOU ANYTHING.

I deal with a lot of RESPECTABLE people and we ALL MAKE OUT! it's EITHER principles or success. A GUY'S A FAKE, NOT TO GET HIS SHARE ANYWAY he can... can't buck HUMAN NATURE!

ABSOLUTES DON'T EXIST! ALL truth is relative. Subjective... laws AND justice are what people WANT them to be. NON-OBJECTIVE... flexible. FLEXIBILITY WORKS FOR THE HAVE-NOTS. THAT'S EVERYBODY! we all want something unearned. undeserved. but now you got a chance to be LIKE ME...
I'M MAKING SENSE! THERE IS NO "RIGHT OR GOOD" TO WORRY ABOUT FOR YOU...US THE ONLY GOOD IS THIS PROFITABLE DEAL!

WHY REMOVE ME WHEN OTHERS WILL JUST TAKE MY PLACE? IT CAN'T BE STOPPED! THERE'S NO VALUE IN THE TRUTH, RIGHT OR GOOD PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS SELL OUT FOR A DISHONEST BENEFIT. IT IS THE SMART COMPROMISERS WHO ALWAYS WIN CONTROL AND RULE!

SO JOIN ME! FOR THOSE WHO WON'T BEND, THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO REASON WITH THEM...

WITH THIS! NOW YOU GOT NO CHOICE...YOU LOSE EVERYTHING! WHA.. EMPTY?!

OKAY, CLOWN, HOLD IT! FEN, I ALMOST REGRET I STILL HAVE TO KILL HIM!

SPOT! GOD AM I GLAD TO SEE YOU WHAT ARE YOU STARING AT?

THE RECORDS... SPOT! CONTROL OF THE WHAT ARE RACKETS... FOR YOU THINK? THE TAKING? SPOT?!

SAFE PROTECTED NO MORE DIRTY CLEAN! NO!
...SPOT: NO.. NO?... you can't handle it... you need me... a respectable front... political connections... stop and think?

...no more dirt... out in the filth... at last... i'll be safe... clean...

...clean... protected...

...AAAAHHH

...YAH!

...pittu! ah... get this filth off me... please...

...AAAHH!

...i told him... absolute truth... why wouldn't he listen... to reason... me the boss... right... best for all... makes no sense... not to listen... to-to truth... and follow it...

...i can't stand it... get this filth off me... aahh... please... help me... clean... get clean.

...God... clean... so...

...police...

...we did it?... what's wrong?

...you're what's wrong... heroes are wrong... cruel...

...i tried... but couldn't reach pure... yet you pulled it off... trapped and inside... i hate you... you're a reproach?

...you make me see what i am... and i don't like myself... can't take your trying to be... to do good... while all i want is an excuse why i shouldn't even try?

...it's me... i really hate... for not being better than i am... it's not what other did to me... it's what i've been doing to myself?
I TREAT MYSELF AS THE LEAST IMPORTANT PERSON IN THE WORLD! YOU'RE THE OPPOSITE!
YOU'RE THE KIND OF MAN I ONCE WANTED TO BE... COULD OF... SHOULD OF BEEN?

IT'S NOT THE IDEA OF BEING PERFECT... BUT OF JUST TRYING TO DO MY BEST. BUT... I SOLD OUT... MY BEST... TO THE WORST... GOD!

BEST TO THE WORST... IT'S NOT EVEN A CHEAP SALE. BUT A BETRAYAL OF WHATEVER I HELD AS THE GOOD... SO WHAT'S LEFT OF MY LIFE... OF ME?

...ED, IT'S STILL WORTH SALVAGING?

...C'MON... JUST LEAVE ME ALONE... Sobs... Sob... Sob...

NO ONE CAN HELP ED... HE ALONE MUST DECIDE WHAT HIS LIFE SHOULD BE BECAUSE HE'S THE ONLY ONE WHO CAN BRING IT ABOUT!

MY ACT WAS A PAINFUL REMINDER OF HOW MUCH I MISS WORKING! BUT, LIKE ED, I MUST DECIDE WHAT MAN I WANT TO GIVE MY LIFE... WHAT PRICE I'M WILLING TO PAY TO ACHIEVE IT... AND WITH NO GUARANTEES.

OED IS GOING TO MAKE THIS FILM "THE GUY'S HERO" OR BE DESTROYED... PROFESSIONALLY... EVEN TOTALLY! I SWEAR IT!

D. CAN'T BE ALLOWED TO RESIST AND SURVIVE! LIL AND I WORKED OUT SOME PRESSURE ANGLES TO CRUSH HIS NOBLE IDEALS FOREVER.

THROUGH D'S BROTHER ED AND THIS GIRL! EITHER WAY... IF D. STILL HOLDS OUT OR SURRENDERS TO US - HE LOSES! AND EITHER WAY WE WIN... IF HE CONFORMS TO THE COMMON GOOD OR IF WE DESTROY GET RID OF HIS KIND! HA! HA!

D-SKY'S IS A COSTUMED HERO WITHOUT A SET COSTUME WHO WEARS DISGUISES TO FIT THE CRIME OR THE CRIMINAL! D-SKY'S IS A PRIVATE HERO ACTING ON THE VIEW THAT MAN IS A RATIONAL ANIMAL, THAT IN JUSTICE THE IRRATIONAL AND THE GUILTY MUST NOT PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THE RATIONAL AND THE INNOCENT!

END 8.
"The Sun came up upon the left,
Out of the Sea came he;
And he shone bright and on the right
Went down into the sea."

It was this 11th stanza of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” that inspired one William Blake Everett to create the famed Sub-Mariner back in 1939.

Although Bill worked on and created many characters during his lifetime, it is still his “Water World” characters that will be best remembered for. Come with me now, as we examine those characters and the life of a comic book artist, writer and colorist...

BILL EVERETT!

Born May 18, 1917 in Newton, Massachusetts; Bill and his family soon moved to a ranch in Arizona, where he stayed until his mid-teens. He had been led into cartooning by his father, but his father passed away before the realization of that dream came true. Bill returned to the East and enrolled in the Vesper George School of Art, where he stayed for the 1934-35 term. Bill spoke thusly about his education:

"I only have two years of art training and I really don’t even have that! I was credited with three years of training because I went through three years in about a year and a half. This was due to inborn talent and the drive to get somewhere fast! I dropped out of both high school and art school and had to make up for this in reading."

Bill’s first job was with The Boston Herald-Traveler’s retail advertising art staff. He later worked for The Brooks System (civil engineers in Newton, Mass.), The New York Herald Tribune, art editor for Radio News Magazine, Teck Publications, Inc. (Teck later became Ziff-Davis), and art director for Herma Bollin. A combination of Bill’s cockiness and the fact he didn’t get along well with Herma, led to his being fired. It was at this point that happened into comics! Walter Rolze, a former co-worker of his at Teck, told him of a new type of book being produced. It was a comic book! The following week Bill was working for John Harley at Centaur Comics doing "Skyrocket Steele."

From that beginning, came a long and distinguished career with many companies and creations. Here is a list of the full color comic books and their characters: (Centaur) Skyrocket Steele, Dirk the Demon, A-Man; (Marvel) The Sub-Mariner, The Patriot, Venus, Namora, Marvel Boy, Daredevil, The Hulk, Dr. Strange, and many of the Marvel horror stories. He also inked the coloring books at Marvel...Capt. America, Ra-Dar, Gallivorn Jones, Rawhide Kid, Black widow, and a Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. story. (Novelty) The Chameleon, Sub-Zero, White Streak, Bull’s-Eye Bill; (Eastern Color) Hydromen, Music Master; (Billiken) The Conqueror.

Bill also worked for pre-war Quality and post-war Orbit.

Commander LEONARD MCKENZIE

"Water, water, everywhere,
And all the boards did shrink;
Water, water, everywhere
Nor any drop to drink."

The last two lines of Coleridge’s rime are surely the most often quoted, as well as the most often misquoted. It is these lines that lead us into Everett’s first Water World creation...THE SUB-MARINER!

*In 1939, a few of us banded together forming our own informal art service. Carl Burgos, Paul Gustafson, Ben Thompson and a few others offered a package deal to the publishers. We would write the story and do the complete artwork, as part of a 32-page or 68-page book. We started out very small, but rapidly built.
This outfit was called Funnies Inc. One of our very first customers was Martin Goodman, who founded what was then called Timely Comics."

It was at this point Everett created The Sub-Mariner. While holding an informal story conference at the Webster Bar with Carl Burgos, creator of The Human Torch, they decided to use the two elements, fire and water, for some characters. Everett had been reading Jack London and deep-sea novels by James Connolly. This coupled with "The Rise of the Ancient Mariner" gave him the idea for the Sub-Mariner.

**THE SUB-MARINER**

Marvel Mystery Comics #1, 1939, told of an American naval expedition to the Antarctic, led by Commander Leonard McKenzie. The expedition was unwittingly wreaking havoc upon an undersea kingdom by dynamiting its sisters on the surface. The Emperor of his kingdom sends his daughter, Princess Pen, to spy on McKenzie; but instead she falls in love with him. Shortly, the undersea kingdom prepares to attack. Once again, McKenzie blows away at the arm and the kingdom is destroyed. Angered at what he had done, Princess Pen jumped overboard and returned to her people, where later Prince Namor, the Sub-Mariner, was born.

Almost every comic reader knows that original story, but how many are aware that Commander McKenzie didn’t return to America with his original expedition? Sub-Mariner #26, June, 1949, carried this origin one step further. (This was the last issue before Sub-Mariner faded into limbo for a time.) Everett depicted McKenzie, frantic to find his bride, leaving his ship to search for her upon the ice pack. McKenzie disappeared and the crew of his ship searched day and night for him. They were forced to give up this search, to avoid the ice that was entrappeing their ship. Anchor is weighed and a prayer is offered from the ship, that if McKenzie is still alive, his end comes quickly. McKenzie is alive and has suffered a broken leg. Princess Pen, who had been watching the departure of his ship, discovers the trapped McKenzie. She has two soldiers carry him to her kingdom’s surface city within an iceberg. His leg is treated; but that night, as he sleeps, two of the kingdom’s war secretaries try to kill him. Pen, who had been standing guard, blasts them with an ice-ray gun and saves him. Angered, she confronts the high council and tells them she has strategic reasons for keeping the hated surface man alive, and that in the Emperor’s absence she demands that her wishes be respected. As Pen leaves the council chamber, it buzzes with excitement. "Her marriage isn’t legal — it was performed by their laws, not ours!" "It was just part of our spy plan...The Emperor won’t like this!"

Pen tells McKenzie he is in great danger. McKenzie replies, "You can’t let them kill me! You—you love me, don’t you Princess? Don’t you?"

Pen hesitates, remembering all her people that were killed by the explosions..."Love you? I...I don’t know, Leonard... We...We’d better talk about it some other time..."

That later time does come, as Pen realizes she is truly in love with Leonard McKenzie. A few days later, despite protests, they are married by the High Priest.

Several days go by, when, without warning, The Emperor arrives to summon Princess Pen to his wrath. Pen begs for mercy, saying that McKenzie is innocent of any wrong doing. At this point, McKenzie enters the hall and is accused of being a mass-murderer. He tries to explain that the scientific expedition had no knowledge of the cities under the ice and that the explosions were necessary to blast their way through the ice- seals. The Emperor screams, "Lies! Nothing but lies!" and is about to have McKenzie executed when a thunderous blast shatters the palace. Six fathoms beneath the ice pack, chaos reigns. Another expedition has come to the Antarctic!

While The Emperor is distracted, Princess Pen leads McKenzie to the safety of the American ship. When she returns to face her father, The Emperor condemns her to be imprisoned for the rest of her life. Months go by, when news reaches The Emperor that Princess Pen has borne a son! At first, The Emperor believes this to be a catastrophe and wants to send Pen and her son to join McKenzie. However, when he realizes the baby is his only heir, he purges Princess Pen with the condition she must keep the baby in exile for ten years, then he is to be brought before him. Exactly ten years later, McKenzie returns from his grand tour. The Emperor is pleased and states, "From this day forth, you will be known as Prince Namor, The Sub-Mariner!"

When Namor reached maturity, he encountered two divers from another expedition. Thinking they were some kind of robots, he attacked and destroyed them. This was Namor’s first encounter with the “surface people.” When he returned to the Palace to report this encounter, he was told it was time for him to go to America and avenge the destruction done to his race. Thus began the adventures of The Sub-Mariner.

"And some in dreams assured were Of the Spirit that plagued us so; Night-visions would not let us go From the land of mist and snow."

There were women in The Sub-Mariner’s life...Dorma, who was first introduced as a cousin and later as a star crossed lover. However, she is not as connected with Everett, as are the next three I’m going to mention.

**BETTY DEAN...**The one surface being Namor cared anything about.
about. He first encountered her when he was on a rampage in New York. (Marvel Mystery #3, Jan. 1940.) She was a police woman assigned to capture him. She never succeeded physically, but did so emotionally! Betty proved to be a very enduring woman. She was with Namor in the 40's, and was with him again in his return during the 50's. She made perhaps her most dramatic return in 1968, in an Everett inspired story written by Roy Thomas titled "In the Rage of Battie!" (Sub-Mariner & Dec. 1968.) During a tremendous battle with The Thing, The Sub-Mariner is halted by an aged woman. We find she is a widow named Mrs. Frenties, who, before she was married, was known as Betty Dean!

Namora...Or Aquaria Nautilus Neptune, as was her real name, began her career in Marvel Mystery Comics #2. Although she wasn't created by Everett, she has been so connected with Everett drawn Sub-Mariner's, over the years, that his is the accepted version. She joined Namor, as the sole survivor of an undersea massacre that destroyed many of The Sub-Mariner's people. A criminal by the name of "Stoop" Richards led his men, in diving gear, into Namora's city; plundered all its wealth and killed all its people. Namor found Naomora wounded and soon after they teamed up to bring the criminals to justice. In the #39, April, 1955 issue of Sub-Mariner, another version of Namora is told. An Everett version tells of how she meets Namor, when he is a boy of 15 and we find that her father named her after Namor and that she is his cousin. Namora gives a cocky Namor a lesson in humility, when she sets him in front of a large tube of a wrecked submarine's torpedoes. Namor was so popular in the 40's that she even had 3 issues of her own magazine. She didn't return in the 60's. However, when Everett once again took over the art and scripting on The Sub-Mariner in the 50th issue (June, 1972); Namora was to play an important part in our next adventures.

Namorita...Daughter of Namora. As Namor himself put it, "She has the sting of a butterfly, but the courage of a baccac!" This was an apt description of her character. A hybrid, like Namor, she could fly into the air. This was a feat her mother was never able to accomplish. She was never told who Namora had married; however, it was, she must have been a surface man. For how else would she be able to perform feats like Namor's? In Sub-Mariner #39, we find the details of Namora's demise that had been reported in issue #50. It seems she was poisoned by the same woman who had killed Namora's love, Lady Dorma...Lyris, Empress of Lemuria! Namor finished her off by knocking her into a pool of oil.

In Everett's creation of Nita, he combined the same spirit present in Namor, with one of the sexiest adoringly bodies ever presented to us. He also added to her a touch of humor...both in actions and facial expressions. She remains as one of my favorite Everett creations!

In 1954, The Sub-Mariner reappeared after an absence of four years. Everett's art was at its peak. It was at this time, the glory seeking stepping of The Emperor made his appearance.

Prince Byrrah...He and Namor were at constant odds! In Sub-Mariner #35 (1954) Byrrah tricked The Emperor into going to war with a small military-governed country in the South Atlantic. He thought that by leading an army and conquering this country, he would gain favor in The Emperor's eyes. Namor turned the tables on Byrrah and made him look like a fool. In turn, Byrrah blamed Namor for his military defeat and had him banished from the kingdom. And so went...Namor winning out against Byrrah! The Emperor's step-mon, every time; but never quite completely!

The Sub-Mariner had become such a success, that in mid-1960, Steve Douglas, editor of Eastern Color's Famous Funnies, asked Bill to create a water hero for him.

Hydroman...was the result! Hydroman appeared in issues #1 thru #11 of Famous Funnies' Heroic Comics (1960-61). Everett did the art on the strip in 40 and 41. In Hydroman's first appearance, Harry Thurston, a young chemical engineer, compounded a formula to convert pure water into water. A huge container of the remarkable solution was spilled and splashed over Bob Blake, Harry's friend. This caused Bob to disintegrate and become a pool of water on the laboratory floor! Promptly an antidote was concocted, and with the aid of this, Bob regained his natural form. Bob then discovered that he could control this phenomenon, merely by power of thought. When Everett created Hydromen's alter ego, he used the first name of his brother and his own middle name. In Hydromen's second appearance, Harry Thurston created a uniform for him made out of
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Translited. It was transparent and so tough that nothing could penetrate it...not even bullets! Everett handled Hydroman in a more humorous manner than he had done on The Sub-Mariner. Hydroman appeared out of water-taps, fire hydrants, glasses of water and even traveled through sewers.

The last of Everett's Water World heroes only appeared three times. However, he's one of the most interesting, due to a weapon he acquired in his last adventure. Appearing in Daring Mystery #7 & 8, and again in Comedy #9...it's THE PIN!

U.S. Naval Cadet, Lt. Peter Noble was the sole survivor of a submarine wreck. He found, as he escaped from the doomed sub, that he had only a strange white, plastic rabbit he was endowed with the faculty of living under water as well as on land. Peter found himself in an underwater cavern, dominated by green sea creatures. He was soon looked on in mortal combat with their leader. He overcame him and became the sea creatures' leader. He then added a costume and a shark's fin headpiece to become...The Pin. In his last adventure, in Comedy, he discovered a cutlass in a sunken ship. He found that this cutlass could cut through any metal and that it gave him the strength of twenty men. The sword had another strange property. Because a wave of extreme disgust would come over anyone but himself that held the sword, Peter was its sole owner. I've never heard of any other comic hero having a similar weapon.

In 1942, Everett joined the army. It was here he met Glenn Randall, a girl working for the Pentagon's Ordinance Dept., and married her. In February of 1946 Everett was discharged from the service. He eventually renewed his acquaintance with Martin Goodman and began working on the Sub-Mariner. Martin Goodman books. When the Golden Age of Comics was on the wane, Bill turned his attention to drawing horror stories. He also worked on humor magazines like Loco, Snap and Screamer, where he was a staff artist in the early 60's, not to mention a "Little Annie Fanny" type magazine called Pussycat. Bill began working in the greeting card field and was Planning Director at Norcross and later on, art director at Rust-Craft Greeting Cards in Des Moines, Iowa, as well as art supervisor for Eaton Paper. When the super heroes were on the rise again, in the 1960's, Bill once again took pen in hand to work in the comic book media.

In 1969, I wanted to do a feature on my boyhood hero, Bill Everett, for Bob Cogrode's Fanline Champion. I managed to get into contact with Bill and it began a long line of correspondence between us. Always creative, Bill's first letter to me contained a humorous autobiography, which I reprinting portions of here for your enjoyment.

"I think I was born about 500 years ago, under the Ross Sea Ice Cap in the Antarctic, and I started drawing pictures the day they gave me a pencil. I would write under water. I was about 3 at the time and up until then I'd been drawing with an icicle. This didn't work out too well though, because I had to use snow for ink, and I didn't have any scheme to dye it with. Besides, I had to draw on slabs of ice.

So I gave it all up for a couple of years and concentrated on learning how to swim. This helped a lot when a guy named Commander Melrose came along and decided to blast out a few channels in the ice shelf. So we went down there and there was a stupid war, or something. Being a baby myself, only a few hundred years old at the time, I don't remember much about it. The only thing that Dolores was a girl that called herself Princess Pyn, who fell in love with this hero Navy Commander and marries him, and they have some sort of kook kid they call The Sub-Mariner (or

Mariner), and he grows up and at the world, and all that jazz, and the first thing you know, I'm drawing pictures of him. I don't know why, really. He wasn't all that good looking.

Anyway, having been weaned on water, I got on this wet kick, and here was this guy called himself 'The Fin' (because he wore one on his head - of all places!) who wanted me to draw pictures of him too; and another jerk named 'Hydroman', who kept drippin' out of kitchen faucets and spouting out of fire hydrants, and there I was, sitting on the bottom of a goldfish bowl, trying to keep a publisher happy with a wet piece of paper.

Along the line I got married and have a daughter and two sons. Things had been sort of up and down with Namor, until dear old "Gollin' Stan" decided to create a new SM image. He got the idea when he decided to change Namor's environment to some place in liebo called "Santalas" (I've been there and I can guarantee that it doesn't exist!). Guy named Plato wrote a great story about it, but I can't remember he ever mentioned Namor. Thanks again for your interest. With a barbel, and a gudgeon and a whole bunch of bubbles - Yours from the coral reef...BILL EVERETT"

"The Mariner, whose eye is bright, Whose beard with age is hoar 10 sons; and now the Wedding-Guest Turned from the bridegroom's door."
Another great issue, this one on magic, even. Of course, I’m referring to C.C. #14. Ray Miller came through with another great article. The research alone was staggering. But what makes your writers stand apart from the average is their ability to write in a readable style. In Tom Fagan’s case it’s not only readable, but innovative. Believe me, this is extremely important. Being a high school English teacher I have the chance to see many that are almost unreadable. I greatly enjoyed your Frederick’s interview. We don’t seem to get as much information about strip artists as we should. I also enjoyed the personal touches on his family, hobbies, etc.

The art almost surpassed the text. It’s really fantastic and a fine example of a fanzine with great articles giving us as much art as some of the expensive ripoff “art” zines do, at one fifth the cost. The Steranko page was the highlight, with the rest being a highly important contribution and supplement to the information in the articles. Another breakthrough! Articles and illustrations that actually go hard and hard. I’ll use the tired phrase again to describe my reaction to the Ditko story—I don’t agree with everything he implies, but I enjoy it anyway. Especially the letter-like aspect of the hero, costume the hero wore. Over all, a very good issue.

IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN MY POLICY TO GIVE MY READERS THE MOST FOR THEIR MONEY. ARTICLES WITH ILLUSTRATIONS THAT GO WITH THEM IS PART OF THIS POLICY. I’M GLAD YOU ENJOY THIS EFFORT.

LAURINE WHITE
2968 Leader Avenue
Sacramento, Calif. 95864

The Ibis article was the usual well written job to be expected in Comic Crusader. The Fujitake strip was quite nice. I also liked your picture of the Ibis, the dragon and the devil. Your idea of using a single theme with each issue makes C.C. stand out from the contents of the usual fanzine. Using magicians resulted in a good issue.

That was some picture of the Amazing Amazon. Are you sure she wasn’t looking for the powder room? I still think Tom Fagan overwrites! And I don’t mean that his articles are too long. I am referring to his style—too florid. But when the subject is a Golden Age character like Mr. Mystic, the results are more satisfactory than his previous article, which covered too many heroes. And the Mr. Mystic article was well illustrated by you.

The only piece of art in the issue I didn’t like was a bat-eared head by Wayne Pond. No comment on the Mr. A replacement.

It has been so long since I’ve seen an illustration by Wendy Fletcher. None of her paintings grace the art section at last year’s Westerncon or Iacon. Can you get more artwork by her? Please!

I enjoy your articles in The Buyer’s Guide and hope you and your family are doing well.

As Mr. Fox’s letter just pointed out, Tom Fagan’s articles are innovative. The article you refer to (in C.C. #13) was meant to be a short look at a number of characters with a related background. No whether of one or two characters was not the idea! Tom’s Mr. Mystic article remains as one of the top pieces ever written for a fan publication. I’m a big fan of Wendy (Fletcher) I’m too! I will publish anything she’ll let me! I and my family “still live!”

Craig A. Shift
134 volcott Dr.
Youngstown, Ohio 44512

Please, no “I told you so,” if you don’t mind. I’ve returned to C.C. sadder but wiser. One year ago when Comic Crusader upped its price, I gave up on it, like the fool I usually come out. Well, after a year of

looking around, comparing prices and quality, I’m back! Like the great man once said, “I didn’t know what I had until I lost it.”

WHAT CAN I SAY? YOU’VE SAID IT ALL! GLAD TO HAVE YOU BACK!

JIM CASSAR
6251 N.W. 111 Terr.
Hia. Fla. 33012

Cosmic Crusader #14 lived up to your usual high standards of artistic and written quality. The cover, while very good, was not of “Cover Quality,” that is the design of it was rather unbalanced. Fujitake’s superb interior illustration of Ibis would have made a much better cover. Don Wolfram really shined this issue, as his editorial illustration and strip art were excellent. The back cover by Wendy Pini was just fantastic. This is the first I’ve seen by this very talented person, and I am definitely looking forward to more work by her, preferably in Comic Crusader.

The pencil illustrations by Kirby and Steranko were excellent and are certainly appropriate for your “magic” issue. The interview this issue was a bit longer than usual, but still made for enjoyable reading. One thing that makes your interviews stand out is that you interview good people who most fans have heard little about. What can one say about the articles on Ibis and Mr. Mystic? They were both very, very informative and enjoyable. The rather short piece on Black Magic Comics by Bob Crogrove was especially interesting to me, since a large part of my collection is devoted to the works of Simon & Kirby. The other features were all very good, except Newton’s Ibis, which was pure crap and not deserving to be in such a fine issue.

DON NENTON’S IBIS “CHAP”? DON’S RENDERING CAPTURED THE FLAVOR OF THE IBIS STRIP PERFECTLY. HIS WORK CERTAINLY BELONGS IN ANY PAN OR PRO PUBLICATION LUCKY ENOUGH TO GET HIM! WITNESS HIS FANTASTIC WORK THIS ISSUE!

COMING NEXT ISSUE!

COMIC CRUSADER

A “Weld Worlds” oriented issue! Featuring Bob CROGROVE’S look at KIRBY’S Worlds. This and many more fantastic features for only $0.00! Order now from:

MARTIN L. GREEN
Box 132
Bedford, Mass. 01730